
June 14, 2020 
 
Dear Jody London, 
 

We are a group of Jewish youth from Temple Beth Abraham writing to talk to you about 
OUSD Police. We’re happy to hear about your recent comments expressing your support for 
eliminating school police. Growing up in Temple Beth Abraham, we learned the importance of 
safety for every member of our community, and that none of us are safe until all of us are safe. 
We were taught the value of tikkun olam- that it’s our duty as Jews to work towards repairing the 
world. We know you share these values with us.  

Police in our schools jeopardize the safety of Black and Brown youth, thus making it our 
duty as Jewish youth and members of Temple Beth Abraham to support them in calling on you 
to vote in favor of the George Floyd Resolution to eliminate the Oakland School Police 
Department. We are asking you to vote for the resolution as is. It has taken into account the 
most impacted community members and should not be watered down, changed, or delayed. We 
would like to meet with you along with community organizers from the Black Organizing 
Project over Zoom to have a dialogue about this issue before the June 24 vote. 

Black students make up 23% of OUSD enrollments, while being 73% of students arrested 
by OSPD. In 2011, OSPD officer Bhatt shot and killed a 20 year old black man named Raheim 
Brown who was supposedly parked in an “unusual spot” near a school dance at Skyline High 
School. Later, Bhatt was rewarded by being appointed the chief of OSPD. What does this say 
about the role of OSPD in keeping us safe? Again, In 2014, two OSPD officers brutally choked a 
15 year old special needs student in front of security cameras, but the footage was unreleased for 
over a year as a coverup. Young people deserve to feel safe at school, and having cops 
present in Oakland schools leads to more trauma than it does safety. The money that goes 
towards having armed police at school could be put to use implementing better mental health and 
social work resources. 

When someone dies in the Jewish community, we say, “May their memory be for a 
blessing.” In this age of unrest following the murder of George Floyd and countless other Black 
people by the hands of police, there is heavy demand for not only holding cops accountable, but 
for defunding and divesting in policing as we know it today. To make George Floyd’s memory 
for a blessing, we must take a stand for racial justice and listen to the community members 
who have been the most impacted by police violence and policing in schools.  

 In 2017, Toronto voted to eliminate armed police in their schools. Since then, expulsion 
and suspension rates have decreased, and less children are falling victim of the school-to-prison 
pipeline. Since Minneapolis just ended police contracts within their schools, OUSD now has the 
opportunity to make history by dissolving the internal school police, to make sure Minneapolis 
and other districts around the country don’t make the mistake of forming a school police 
department. As your last term on the board, this is your opportunity to garner the legacy of 



a visionary changemaker. Watering down or changing the resolution will not be enough. If 
not now, when? 

Throughout history, Jews have taken bold stands in support of racial justice, even when it 
was risky or unpopular to do so. We hope you will uphold that legacy by voting in favor of 
the George Floyd resolution on June 24th. This is a pressing issue that cannot be offset to next 
year’s school board. 

We can see that you care about this issue and so do we. It’s clear that our connections as 
Temple Beth Abraham members extend beyond the synagogue and we would love to learn more 
about your perspective and share more of ours. Knowing what a momentous time this is in 
history, we want to know what steps you will take. You have the power to make a difference.  

Would you be willing to meet with a group of Jewish youth from Temple Beth 
Abraham along with community organizers from the Black Organizing Project over Zoom 
to have a dialogue about this issue before the June 24 vote?  

 

Sincerely, 

TBA YOUTH: 

Maera Klein, 16, maeraklein@gmail.com 

Milah Gammon, 17, milahgammon@gmail.com  

Yael Kelley, 16, yael@yaelkelley.com 

Casey Shea Dinkin, 17, citizencasey@gmail.com  

Bayla Jaffe, 20, bayla.jaffe@gmail.com 

Danny DeBare, 21, daniel.debare@pomona.edu 

Gabe Katz-Savell, 19, gkatzsavell@gmail.com 

Sophie Hankin, 17, sophiemhankin@gmail.com 

Tamar Breines, 15, tamarbreines@gmail.com 

Natalie Mendelsohn,16, mendelsohnnatalie@gmail.com 

Julia Mendelsohn, 20, mendelsohnjulia@gmail.com 

Zach Hankin, 21, zsh5@georgetown.edu  

Maya Marcus, 21, memarcus4@gmail.com  

Cara Plumhoff, 19, c.plumhoff1@gmail.com 

Juliet Hagar, 18, juliet.hagar@gmail.com 

Ethan Grossman, 19, grossman.ethan1@gmail.com 
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Lena Freid, 19, lfreid@calpoly.edu  

Aaron Freid, 21, aaronsfreid@ucsb.edu 

Laila Maidenberg, 16, sushibeak@gmail.com 

Zoe Sterling, 20, zoeminna@yahoo.com 

Lanie Goldberg, 18, laniesgoldberg@gmail.com  

 

 

TBA ADULT MEMBERS IN SUPPORT: 

Abby Klein, abbyklein@yahoo.com, 510 388 6276 

Ari Klein, arionsafari@yahoo.com, 510 530 0432 

Jessica Kessler, jessbuford@gmail.com 559-707-6478 

Jamie Simon, jamiesimonharris@gmail.com 925.285.3519 

Dan Harris, Daniel.evan.harris@gmail.com 

Andrea Dreyfuss adeyita@gmail.com 

Andy Dreyfuss dreyfussandy@gmail.com 

Joshua Kayman joshkayman@gmail.com 

Celine Piser purpleceline@gmail.com 

Michele Silver michele.silver@gmail.com 

Alan Silver ajslaw@comcast.net 510-482-2987 

Jordi Miller jagm19@gmail.com 

Sam Pollock sbpollock@gmail.com  

Cheryl Silver craesilver@comcast.net 510-418-1516 

Jill Rosenthal jmros@aol.com  

Noam Birnbaum noam@nicejewishboy.info 510-332-3828 

Steve Grossman, yoale@aol.com 510 435-5885 

Amy Maidenberg amymaidenberg@gmail.com 510-710-1464 

Eve Maidenberg evemaidenberg@gmail.com 510-698-4540 

Joe Maidenberg joem@sugarisland.com 510-698-4540 

Tory Roman ToryTore@gmail.com 646-326-5198 
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Drew Kessler drew.kessler88@gmail.com 510-219-9522 

Sarah Rothe sbcurtin@gmail.com 646-530-4760 

Jordan Rothe jclarothe@gmail.com 510-326-3518 

Becky Frank beckygfrank@gmail.com  

Eric Frank ericlf23@gmail.com  

Leo Grossman grossman.leo@gmail.com 510-393-2467 

Olivia Sanders oliviasanders@gmail.com 805-403-9763 

Marc Steyer masteyer@gmail.com 510-435-5197 

Faith Kramer fjkramer@msn.com  
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